
Join Oracle Consulting in the clouds

We’re transforming from a product-first to a people-obsessed organization

Oracle Consulting is a place where you can simply be you 

High Tech Meets 
High Touch

We’re storytellers, change navigators, business strategists, 
cloud delivery experts, candid consultants, and future-thinking 
designers who embody a wide spectrum of professional and 
personal experience. We embrace versatility, collaboration, 
agility, transparency, candor, and accountability as the keys 
to our success.

Explore what sets us apart
Set the Bar for Customer Success on Our 
Applications Consulting Team

The Right Culture: The Invisible, Pervasive 
Force That’s Key To Cloud Success 

Oracle Soar Accelerates Transformation 
with Thoughtful Automation

How Oracle Consulting Ensures 
Customers Achieve Lasting Value

At Oracle Consulting, we’re bulding the bridge between Oracle’s 
innovative technology and the people who use it to achieve 
incredible things. Our team is growing fast, and we need game-
changing leaders ready to bring their unique skills, energy, and 
creativity to help us deliver world class client experiences. 

We believe cloud technology should free people from bureaucracy 
and hierarchy and empower them to analyze and solve problems 
independently. So we’re embracing the attributes of modern 
cloud culture and shifting our focus to a human-centered and 
experienced-based approach. By infusing collaboration, creativity, 
and empathy into our services, we’re showing our clients what it’s 
like to thrive in the cloud.

We’re delivering differently. Join us. Search jobs

Oracle’s mission is to help 
people see data in new ways, 
discover insights, unlock 
endless possibilities. 

Being a people-based 
business means our people 
come first. At Oracle 
Consulting, we celebrate each 
employee’s contributions—not 
just their skills on paper, but 
who they really are. 

See our transformation  
in action
What Great Looks Like (1:46)

Why Join Oracle Consulting (2:01)

A Place Where You Can Be You (3:03)

The Cloud Institute (1:51)

SEARCH JOBS

Check out our jobs, learn about our culture, and discover why 
you want to join our team at Oracle Consulting Careers.
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